Admission to doctoral studies

The application must be submitted via the online tool Docata - https://docata.uni-hamburg.de

Please attach the following documents according to the doctoral regulations:
► Tabular curriculum vitae
► List of all publications to date
► Exposé (according to § 4 paragraph 2 PromO)
► Letter of supervision (endorsement and binding declaration on the assumption of the duties of a supervisor)
► Certificate of the First State Examination in Law or equivalent foreign diploma
► Transcript of Records
► Two seminar certificates (passed with at least fully satisfactory/vollbefriedigend)
► Supervision agreement between doctoral candidate and supervisor (§6 paragraph 5 sentence 2).

Additional proof of sufficient qualification must be provided if your degree in Law has been passed with a grade lower than "vollbefriedigend (fully satisfactory)". In this case your supervisor should issue a letter explaining that, according to your previous achievements, a successful doctorate can be expected within the next 3 years.

Submission of the dissertation:
► Upload the dissertation to Docata - https://docata.uni-hamburg.de - and two printed copies to the office of the doctoral committee.

Enclose:
► Summary of contents 2-fold and
► Declaration and affidavit according to § 7 paragraph 4 PromO (digital only)
► Affirmation according to § 7 paragraph 7 sentence 2 PromO (that the text on the data carrier is identical to that of the typed version) (digital only)